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Superconducting S'-S-N and N\-S-N2 tunnel structures are considered. By neglecting energy relaxation 
processes, equations are obtained which describe the evolution of the order parameter a in the 
superconductor S on the passage of current in such systems. The rates of change of the gap (iliaD and 
of the phase (llarga) of the order parameter in the presence of direct, sinusoidal (with frequency n = a) 
and II-like currents are found. It is established that the gap in S decreases in the presence of a current, 
irrespective of its directions. The variations of the phase in S lead to the appearance of a potential 
difference between the superconductor S and a measuring electrode Nmm separated from S by a thin 
insulating layer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the study of S-N or S-S' tunnel junctions (the dash 
denotes an insulating layer) one usually measures the 
tunnel current, to calculate which, it is assumed that the 
metals S, N or S, S' are in a state of thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Such an assumption is perfectly justified, 
since the deviations from equilibrium that are induced 
by the current passed are extremely small. However, 
comparatively recently direct measurements have been 
made of the nonequilibrium "potential difference" be
tween pairs and quaSi-particles in the superconductor S 
on passage of a current in the system S' -S-N [1J. The 
magnitude of the effect has been calculated on the basis 
of a semi-microscopic theory, invokin.g a number of as
sumptions[2,3J. Another equilibrium case was analyzed 
in the papers of Parmenter [4J and Aronov and Gure 
Gurevich [5J, in which the increase of the gap in a super
conductor S that occurs on passage of current in the 
systems Sf -S-S and Smn -S-Smp was calculated (here 
Smn,p is a semiconductor of the n- or p-type respec
tively). In Parmenter's paper [4J the Josephson effect 
was not taken into account. 

Below, on the basis of a microscopic calculation, we 
shall elucidate how the order parameter 6 in the super
conductor S in the structures Sf -S-N and N-S-N 
changes on passage of a current for times t that are 
short compared with the energy-relaxation time Ten' 
Neglecting inelastic collisions, as we shall do, is equiva
lent to using the BCS Hamiltonian [6J. It is impossible to 
obtain stationary values of 6 by such an approach, and 
we can only find the rate of change of 6(t). However, the 
advantage of such an approach is that the problem of the 
evolution of small perturbations 06 (t) admits an exact 
solution. An expression for 1m 06 (t) will be found, dif
fering from the corresponding results of Tinkham [2,3 J, 
and it will also be shown that the change in the gap 
(0 16 I '" Re 06 (t)) in the supe rconductor S is negative 
irrespective of the direction of the current. In addition, 
we shall study the change 06 (t) when an oscillating volt
age with frequency (1 '" 6 and a o-like voltage are applied 
to the N-S-N structure. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

General equations describing the kinetics of super
conductors were obtained by Eliashberg [6J. Simpler 
equations, in which inelastic collisions were neglected, 
were written out in a previous paper [7J • We shall carry 
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out an analysis of nonstationary effects in tunnel struc
tures in accordance with the general scheme described 
in [7J. We shall describe the tunneling by the tunneling 
Hamiltonian 

HT = E (T"aap+,.,b,,+c. c.). 
PO ., 

Here, as in [7J, we have introduced the operators 
(in Nambu's notation) 

(1) 

We shall consider the Green function in the Keldysh 
technique: 

G~~ (t. t': p)= ~< Te [a.,(li)a,p+(t,')exp (+ S lIT (e) de )]) 
c 

(the contour C runs from -co to +co and back). We shall 
expand G in powers of ~. Then the terms containing 
odd powers of HT will give zero on averaging, and the 
self-energy part acquires the form 

~ (_ j) ,+<+a+, _~ fdt C (0)" (t. t'. t) 
STaB "~' n . 

where 'IT is the Green function corresponding to the 
b operators (i.e., the Green function of the metals Sf 
and N). 

Allowance for the BCS interaction 

IIBCS = E Ualh+a2ka~'ak'{ 
",.I,! 

(2) 

leads to the result that each diagram will contain a cer
tain number of nonintersecting lines corresponding to the 
potential U. These lines will link points lying on a solid 
line (or lines). Summing the diagrams leads to Dyson's 
equation. Consequently, the total self-energy part con
sists of the sum of the tunnel self-energy part (2) and the 
self-energy part corresponding to the BCS interaction. 
For the latter we obtain in the Keldysh technique the ex
pression 

(3) 

where A '" mpoIUI/21T2. Thus, the mass operator for the 
BCS interaction in the self-consistent field approxima-
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tion is diagonal in the time indices and off-diagonal in 
the spin indices. 

We consider the spatially-uniform case. We perform 
a Fourier transformation over the space variables and 
write the equation for the function oK == Gf~ + G~f, which 
follows from Eq. (10) from [7]1): 

( i a:' -6) GR (t', t") =~,.R(t', B) G • ." (B, t") -Q,. (t', B) G.,A (B, tn). (4) 

We shall combine Eq. (4) with the complex-conjugate 
equation with interchanged arguments l' ;:::!: til, and make 
use of the relation aK(t', til) = -[aK(t", t')]* ([7], 6). 
Putting t' = til in the equation obtained, we finally find 

i :t GH (t, t) =2Re(~,.RG",R-Q,"G",A), (5) 

where t = %(1' + til). The equation for FK == Gg + Gg 
has the form 

(i a~' -S)FH(t',t,,)=~,.RG"2H-Ql.G",A. (6) 

We combine Eq. (6) with the equation with interchanged 
arguments l' :;:::: til. Taking into account the relation 
FK(t', til) = FK(t", t') ([7\ 7) and putting t' = til, we find 

(i :t -26 )F"(t,t)=2(~,.RG.,';-Ql.G.2A). (6') 

According to what has been said above, ~R consists 
of a sum of terms corresponding to the BCS interaction 
and the tunnel effect. Substituting the expression (3) for 
~~CS into (5) and (6') we obtain the required equations 

i~GR=-2Re(j.F"·)+fG' (i~-2s)FK=_-2/':,.GH,+J", (7) at at 

il=i ~ JdsFH(t,s). (8) 
-WD 

Here we have made use of the relations ([7], 5-6) 
[FK* (t, t) = - F~(t, t), ~(t, t) = -GK(t, t)l. the definition 
of FR and FK, and the fact that FR(t, t) = FA(t, t) = O. 
The" sources" JG and J F are essentially the right-hand 
sides of Eqs. (5) and (6), in which ~R and n must be 
found by means of the formulas ([7], 11) and expression 
(2). In the following we shall be interested in effects of 
first order in v (v ~ JTpq J2), and therefore in the calcula-

tion of JG and JF we can substitute the equilibrium 
values of ~ and G into the right-hand sides of (5) and (6), 
without taking into account the corrections associated 
with the tunneling. 

We shall calculate the sources in the case of the S-N 
contact. Let the potential of the metal N with respect to 
S be V(t). Then 

fa s-N=2Re S dB exp (i S V(B')dB') [~I1R(t-O)GR(B-t) 
• (9) 

Here we have made use of the fact that ~ as is diagonal 
in the N -metal and have assumed that the frequency of 
variation of the potential is low compared with the char
acteristic frequency of the variation of the integrand in 
(9). The equilibrium functions in (9) have the form 

I':,. ,~n=_iy G "= 00+6 
-. 'w (00+i6)'-e" 

F.R 
(00+i6)'-e' ' 
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Calculating (9) with the aid of (10), we find 

[ e+eV eV-e S (e+ev e-eV e )] 
J 06_ N =V th---+th--+- th--+th---2th-

2T 2T e 2T 21' 2T 

S ""TJ(V,e)+-p(V,e), 
e 

(11) 

where E2 = e + A 2, In an analogous way we determine 
J F: 

S doo R vI':,. [ e +e V 
JF ,,-,,=2 ~[~v+wFwH-Q.+vF.Al=7 th---zr- (12) 

+th---2th-- +-1':,. --th--""-p(V,e)+ix(e, V). e-eV e] 2iv J doo oo+eV I':,. 

2T 2T n e'-oo' . 2T e 

We shall consider the S'-S contact. For simplicity 
we shall assume that S' does not differ from S, and that 
there is no potential between the superconductors, i.e., 
the current across S-S is less than the Josephson criti
cal current. However, in calculating JS-S it is conven
ient to keep V finite and to let V tend to zero in the final 
expressions. We have from (5) 

h,s-s=2Re{ f dT ei.V'[~I1R('l")GK(_'l")-QI1 (T)GA(-T) 1 

-exp{ 2;OS vae} S dTe-i'V'[~12R('l")FK'(-T)+QI2('l")FA'(-'l")l} 

=2Re {S doo [I,":.G.:'-v-QI1.G:-v l-ei·[~:,.F~:_v+Q12.F~:_v l}. (13) 

Next it is again necessary to express oK, FK and n in 
terms of the imaginary parts of oR, FR and ~R, and take 
into account that, in the given case, ~R' == Re ~R F 0, 
since it follows from (2) that 

" R_( 1).+0 V Sd"G R_ v ( 1)"H<G R> ..... :x~ - - - ~ a~ = - - ~~ ,. 
n n 

(14) 

Making V - 0, we convince ourselves that the first term 
in (13) and the coefficient of cos cp vanish. The remain
ing part gives 

2. S ()) RI ltr1 lUI HI fG,B-B=---Slfi<p dooth-[~12 (oo-V)Fw +~12 (oo)Fw+vlv~, 
n 2T (15) 

"'-A(e)sincp. 

In an analogous way we obtain 

(16) 

In tpe determi,nation of J F it must be kept in mind t~at 
~~ (w) = w~~ (w)/A is an odd function of w, and ~~ (w) 

= w~~"(W)/A is an even function of w. 

Equations (7) and (8), together with the expressions 
(11), (12) and (15), (16) for the sources, enable us to in
vestigate the variation of the order parameter A on 
passage of a current through the tunnel structure. We 
shall find the rate of change of the charge in the super
conductor S in the tunnel structure S'-S-N: 

eN = 2e .E <~PI>' 
p 

which, because of the electrical neutrality, should be 
equal to zero. We integrate the first equation of (7) over 
~ from -wD to wD and take into account that the first 
term on the right vanishes by virtue of (8) and that 
iaK(t, t) = 1 - 2 (~,>. Then 

eN= ep,mL.L.L, [-<TJ(V,e»,+<A),sincp], (17) 
2n' 

where LxLy is the area of the superconductor Sand Lz 
is its thickness, which is small compared with the 
energy-relaxation length. The first term in (17) is the 
current in the S-N system, and the second term is the 
Josephson current [sJ. 
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To estimate the frequency v in (11) we shall calculate 
RNN' Putting ~ = 0 in (11) and performing the integra
tion, we obtain, for eV «T, (L.xLyRNNr l = 2e1>omLzv/n-2. 
With ~~Ly = 10-5 ohm-'cm2 and L = 10-5 cm we have 
v l'::l 106 sec-l. 

3. CHANGE OF THE ORDER PARAMETER IN 
THE PRESENCE OF A CURRENT 

We shall consider the following problem. Suppose 
that for t:s 0 there is no current through the system 
S-S-N (i.e., V = cp = 0) and that the system is in a sta
tionary equilibrium state. For t ~ 0 a current begins to 
flow in the system. We shall determine how the functions 
(iK, FK and A will change, assuming, as in [7J, that the 
deviations OGK, OFK and OA from the equilibrium values 
are small. The equilibrium values of oK and FK differ 
from the values of the functions for bulk superconduc
tors: 

G "( i S 00 RTf o t,t)=- dooth-G. =-is)(, 
n 2T 

Fo"(t, t) =.!.ill)(, (18) 

where X = E-ltanh (E/2T). However, this difference is 
small (OG~ ~ vGoKITk « G~) and, inasmuch as we are 
interested in liA in first order in v, we can substitute 
the expressions (18) for the stationary values. 

We linearize Eqs. (7) and (8) and, as in [7J, take the 
Laplace transform. 

Then for the Laplace transforms f' == (Re OFK)p and 
f" == (1m OFK)p we obtain 

(p'+4e') t' =4e')(ll" +2s)(pll'+211 1']p + 
+px p -2e'll-IA (sin <p) p+2sp1. -I (sin' 1/,<p) pA, 

(p'He') 1" =2s)(pll" -46')(ll' -2s (~1'].+xp) - ~-(p'He') P. 
p ep 

A sP (. ) 4s' A ( . , <p ) - - SIll <p • - - SIll - . 
II II 2. 

(19) 

Multiplying f' and f" by A/2 and integrating over~, we 
find the changes in the phase of A: 

( 2111'],+PX,) 2 (e'A (e) ) . p'(P(p)ll "= -- --, - (SIll<p). 
• p'+4e', Ll p'+4e' , 

and in the amplitude of A: 

" , ll(P.) 4( <P)(s'A(e») (p'+4Ll·)Ql(p)ll. =-- - +.- sin'- -, -, , 
p e, II 2 p p +4e , 

(P( )=(_'1._' ) 
p p"+4e' " 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

We shall determine now the change in time of A"(t) 
== Re OA(t) and ~"(t) == 1m M(t) in the cases of direct 
and alternating currents. 

4. DIRECT CURRENT 

Suppose that a direct current is switched on adia
batically at t ~ 0, so that a constant voltage is estab
lished between the S-N contacts in the system S-S-N 
and a phase difference cp appears between the super
conductors. The values of V and cp are related by the 
electrical-neutrality condition, by virtue of which the 
right-hand side of (17) should vanish. The characteristic 
switching-on time T swi satisfies the ineq uality Ten 
»Tswi »min(A-1, T-1). Then the behavior of OA(t) for 
t » Tswi is determined by the poles of OAp at p = O. 

The Laplace transforms of the functions appearing in 
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the right-hand sides of the equalities (20) and (21) have, 
near p = 0, the form l1p(V) = l1(V)/P, and so on. Taking 
into account the electrical neutrality condition, from (20) 
we find 

<\."=(2P'<D(0)M-I[ ll'( 1'] (:;e) ) ,-<11(V,e»,]. (23) 

From (21) we find the change in the gap: 

ll/= (4pMl (0»-' [ ~ (P~V) ), + sin'~;/2) (s:.; )J . (24) 

We shall calculate the change in the difference of the 
electrochemical potentials of the quasi-particles and 
pairs: 2e OV(t) = A" (t)/c". It is precisely this voltage 
(with a certain factor-see the Appendix) that arises be
tween the measuring electrode Nmea and the supercon
ductor S in the system [IJ 

, "N s-s 
'Nmeas 

(24') 

Substituting the expressions (11) and (22) into (23) and 
performing the inverse Laplace transformation, we ob
tain 

" { 2vt[ll al'ccos(MeV)-«eV)'-ll')'''lsign V, T~_\ 
ll"(I)/ll= 

8\'t(TI.1n) [nllth(eVITl-2eVl, T».1. 
(25) 

Thus, A" (t) is an odd function of V, and A" ~ V, if . 
eV »A (for T « A) or eV »T (for A «T). The same 
conclusion is also drawn in the paper by Tinkham [3J ; 
here, however, the reason for the increase of c,," with 
increasing V is completely differenL For large V the 
contribution to A" is due to the second term in (25), 
which is associated with the tunneling of pairs compen
sating the current of quaSi-particles from the N-metal. 
If, however, we confine ourselves to the current of quasi
particles from the N-metal, as is done in[3J, the rate of 
growth of A"(t) saturates at large V. Using the value de
termined in [2J for the time required to establish a sta
tionary state, and an estimate of the magnitude of v, we 
find that OV ~ 1O-3(T/c,,)V for A « T « eV. 

As can be seen from (11) and (24), the change in the 
gap does not depend on the direction of the current (i.e., 
on the signs of V and cp) and is always negative. Indeed, 
from the definition of p it follows that 

< P) ,eV < 1 e _1 e+eV _,e-EV) 
-; ,=-vsh 2T -;- th '2T ch ~ch """"2T " 

We shall calculate the second term in (24). We substitute 
the expressions (10) and (14) into (15) and carry out the 
integration over ~. We find 

< 6'A ) S~ th(oo/2T) 
- =-4".1.' doo . 
e'. • (O'(oo'-ll')'" 

Thus, both terms in (24) are negative. It can be seen 
also that the quasi-particle current leads to a decrease 
in the gap that is proportional to the time t, whereas the 
pair current leads to a decrease in the gap that is con
stant in time. The rate of decrease of the gap for T « t;" 

equals 
ti'/ll=-v arc ch (eV/ll). 

5. ALTERNATING CURRENT 

In the case of an alternating current there appears at 
the S-S contact a voltage that we did not take into ac
count in deriving the sources JS- S' Therefore, we shall 
confine ourselves here to treating the system N1-S-N2. 
Then the sources in (7) consist of two terms: JS- N1 and 
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JS- N2' We shall assume for definiteness that the tem
perature is close to the critical temperature. Then, as 
can be seen from (9) and (11), the potential can be re
garded as slowly varying if the frequency of variation of 
the potential n satisfies the condition n « T. 

We shall analyze first the case when the voltage 
varies sinusoidally: 

V=Vo sin Qt, 

From (22) we find an expression for <I>(p) (t. « T): 

<D (p) =:t/1T(p'+4:'.') ", 

(26) 

(27) 

Since the Laplace transform of V(t) (26) has a pole at 
p = ± in, a distinctive resonance 2) arises, as can be seen 
from (21), if the frequency n is close to t.. The differ
ence from an ordinary resonance lies in the fact that at 
p = ± 2it. the left -hand side of (21) has a branch point 
rather than a pole. 

We shall find the variation of the gap in time under 
the action of an alternating voltage (26), with frequency 
n = t., on the Nl-S-N2 contact. We shall assume that 
eVo « To Then, for t. « T, we obtain 

( p,\ (ev",)' ~' 
-;;' ,=-y, -r a p(p'+4:'.') , 

a= Ws dxthx 
10 x ch~.r . 

We perform the inverse Laplace transformation of t.~: 

, ,",a (eV",)2 ( :'.) 1 ;w+I'1 e"ri' 
:'. (t)= -- - - - dp----, :t~:'. T 2:ti S. (p'+1)'.,p' _,,,,+,01 

We transform the integral I as follows: 
e"'P 1 1 

1= S (1"+1)::-[7- P'+I] 
e:'.~tjJdp 

= S p'(p'+I) ' 

e~.'dl' dp e 2:l lp dp UtS + S-·---, p (p'+ 1) , p' (p'+ 1) , 

Here we have integrated the second term in the brackets 
by parts, For t - co, the principal contribution to I will 
be given by going round the f,0le p = 0 and round the 
branch points p = ± 2i (cf. [7 ) in the second integral. 
Carrying out the corresponding calculations, we find 

4a :'. (evo,)'[ f('I,) ( :t)] :'.'(I)=,--y,t- - 1+--' -cos 2:'.t+- , 
:T T 2:'., .-,(4:'.t) , !, 

(28) 

Thus, the amplitude of the oscillations of the gap in
creases with time like e12, but the mean value of t.' (t) 
decreases like C l, 

The formula (28) determines the evolution of the gap 
when tunneling of quaSi-particles to only one electrode 
Nl is taken into account. In the system Nl-S-N2 the 
variation of t.' (t) will be determined by a sum of two 
terms, differing in the parameters Vl, 2 and V01,2' These 
parameters are related to each other by the electrical
neutrality condition. For t. « T this relationship has 
the simple form V1V Ol = V2V 02' 

As follows from (20), the phase of the order param
eter displays no such resonance behavior, If n = 2t., 
the amplitude of the oscillations of t." (t) will damp with 
time like t- l12, 

Finally, we shall investigate the evolution of 1it.(t) in 
the case when a current pulse is passed through the sys
tem Nl-S-N2 , If the duration Tpul of the pulse satisfies 
the condition liT «Tpul « lit., it can be assumed that 
the potential applied has a 1i-like form, Such a problem 
was solved in general form in [7J. It is not difficult to 
see that the only singular points of the function t." (p) 
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are first- and second-order poles at the point p = 0, and 
therefore t."(t) has a constant part and a part increasing 
linearly with time r7J , The function t.' (p) (21) has, be
side the first-order pole at p = 0, a branch point of the 
type (p2 + 4t.2fl/2, and therefore the gap t.'(t) approaches 
a constant value, while experiencing oscillations that are 
damped in a power-law fashion. It is interesting to note 
that the function f(E, t) is not damped, but oscillates with 
time with frequency 2E. Thus, the situation here is 
analogous to that which is realized in a plasma, in which 
the perturbation of the distribution function oscillates in 
time without damping while the electric field, determined 
by an integral of the distribution function over the 
velocities, oscillates and is damped [lOJ • 

6. CONCLUSION 

Thus, when quaSi-particles are injected into or ex
tracted from a superconductor a nonequilibrium phase 
of the order parameter appears and the gap changes, 
The magnitude of the change in the gap is fairly small. 
It is determined by the relationship between the 
"frequency" v of the tunneling and the inverse energy 
relaxation time T~~ and, for v ~ 106 sec-l and T~ln 
::::; 109 sec -l, is equal to 1it.' It. = 10-3 In (eV lu) (eV »t.). 
The gap will also be changed by virtue of the directed 
motion of the Cooper pairs, which we have not taken into 
account. However, the gap change 1it.GL induced by the 
current passing through the film will be less than the 
gap change 1it.;r induced by direct tunneling. Indeed, 
1it.Gdt. = j2/jGL (jGL is the critical current for the 
film, 

i=e(pomh(eVIT):'.L./(:'., T)' 

Lz is the film thickness, and f is a dimensionless func
tion of order unity). Taking 1it.T /t. ::::; VTen and assuming 
that t. ::::; T and Lz ::::; po/mt., we obtain 1it.GL/ot.T 
::::; (vir ent. 2) « 1. 

APPENDIX 

We shall consider the system (24'). A current flows 
across the contacts S' -S-N, so that the order parameter 
t. changes in the superconductor S, and there is no cur
rent across the contacts in S-Nmeas ' We shall deter
mine what voltage V meas is established between the con
tacts in S-Nmeas ' We average the first equation (7) 
over ~. Then, substituting the equilibrium values (10) in 
place of ~R and n, we obtain 

. . S dO) [ . 0) ] <1](Timeas».=2vHei -. <c5G.">,+2th-<c5G.A ), , 

2n 2T 

U':.K = f d(t'-t")e'·"·-'''J6GK (t',t"), (A,l) 

Here 1iGK (t', t") is the nonequilibrium correction to the 
Green function, induced by the current passed. We dif
ferentiate the equality (A.1) with respect to the time and 
take into account that the first term in the right-hand 
side vanishes by virtue of the electrical-neutrality con
ditioft already used, We obtain 

, d< I] Oh,eas) >, 
\. 

meas dVrneas 
S dO) 0) , 

-4v -th-Im<6G. A >:, 
2n 2T (A.2) 

We shall find (1iG~)~. The equations from oA(t', t") and 
FA(t',}") have the form 

(i :1' - s) GA(t', til) =6(1' _til) +~ (t')P'(t', t"), 

(i :1'-'6 )FA(t',t")=-:'.(t')GA'(t',t"). 
(A.3) 
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Writing the analogous equations for oR(t', t") and 
FR(t', t") and using the relations aA*(t", t') and 
czR(t', t"), FA(t', t") = FR(t", t'), we obtain the equation 

- ( i a~ C' + ~) GA(t'. t N) =I\(t' _tN) +6' (tN)F"(t'. t N), 

( i~ -; )FA(t'. t N) =-6 (tN)CA(t', t N). (A.4) 
of 

We subtract Eq. (A.4) from (A.3) and take the Fourier 
transform over the difference-variable T = t' - t". Then 

. ( i 0) Ii f)2) A' ( Ll' f) i' D') 
iC./=\ +- 2i -;;;;--'8 (0)' Lo - c',' - 2; d,;-g- riO)' F"A. 

if)':;; f)' i f) E f)') . (A.5) 
20)P,/= (c', ---' ---)Co A -(6 + __ --_, c.A •• 

2i (/0) 8 f),,)' 2i GO) 8 aO)' 

Here we have expanded ~(t)' = ~(t + %T) = ~(t) + Y2T';' 
+ T 2::1/8. We then linearize Eqs. (A.5) and determine the 
connection between 5~, 5F~ and the deviations of the 
order parameter (~' (t) and ~"(t)) from its equilibrium 
value. We obtain 

. iN (t) f) . G 
<be,,'>, = ~a:;- <P"A,>,_c',' (t) ')0) (P,,..">,. (A.6) 

We substitute (A.6) into (A.2) and take into account that, 
according to (10), 

is an odd function of w. Then 

d .. s~ th(w!2T) a A 7) 
J'meas=--(11(lineas»=-d" (tp dO) iJ'" ( '_6')'/' ( • dVmeas a (() \JJ W 

By expressing the left-hand side of (A.7) in terms of the 
differential conductivity aNS = dI/dV and the conductivity 
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aNN and integrating by parts in the right -hand side in 
(A.7), we find, finally, 

aNN ( S· dO) a th(0)/2T») .. 
Vmeas=-4' 6 (2 li')''' 0 liN (t). cr NS j, ill -, UOl W 

I)We denote this equation by the symbol ([7], 10). The function GK 
was introduced by L. V. Keldysh. 

2)This kind of resonance behavior of the gap under the action of radia
tion on the superconductor was considered by Ivlev [9]. 
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